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Multi-Plan Saving Terms Available from 28th October 2015 

Available on invitation only. The multi-plan saving is available on eligible 

plans (see below) for existing customers of EE, Orange or T-Mobile taking 

an additional plan on EE in the same name only. The saving will be off the 

monthly payment for the additional plan and will last as long as you have 

at least one other qualifying plan with EE (see below) on which you are 

paying full price.    

Qualifying plans: To qualify for the saving, you must already have one of 

the following plans: pay monthly mobile phone plan; pay monthly mobile 

WiFi/tablet plan (not 30 day plans); 12 month SIM only plan (not 30 day 

plans).   

Additional plan: The saving is off the monthly payment for the additional 

EE plan only and not off any other costs (e.g. not off things like out of 

bundle charges or roaming calls). To get the multi-plan saving the 

additional plan must be one of these EE plans: pay monthly mobile phone 

plan with a selected phone; pay monthly mobile WiFi/tablet plan with a 

selected device (not 30 day plans);  12 month SIM only plan costing more 

than £9.99 (not 30 day plans). 

New to EE: If you are a new customer to EE but take out multiple plans at 

the same time on joining EE, you will be eligible for the multiplan saving on 

the cheaper plans you take out (providing the plans qualify and are eligible 

for the saving). The most expensive of the plans you take out will become 

your ‘qualifying plan’.  

Removing the saving: If you start receiving a discount on your qualifying 

plan for any reason, the multi-plan saving on your additional plan could  

end.  If you have just one additional plan with a multi-plan saving and 

terminate your qualifying plan, the multi-plan saving on the additional plan 

will end.  Where you have a number of additional plans each with a saving 

and you terminate your qualifying plan, we will remove the multi-plan 

saving from the oldest plan in your account (or the most expensive plan in 

your account where there are two or more ‘oldest plans’ which started on 

the same date). That plan will then become your new qualifying plan, and 

your saving on your additional plans will be based upon it.  

If we remove a multi-plan saving from you we will send a text message to 

that number to inform them. Remember, any price increase we do will be 

based on the un-discounted monthly payment due to us. We may withdraw 

any savings at any time on giving notice. 

 


